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Electrolux Oven EOF3C50TX SurroundCook
Basic information

Producer: ELECTROLUX
Vendor Code: EOF3C50TX

EAN Code: 7332543665426
External warranty: 2 years

 

 

 
Parameters

Total power: 2.78 kW
Capacity: 72 l

Programmer: electronic
Height: 59.4 cm

Mounting width: 59.6 cm
Depth: 56.9 cm
Color: inox

Hot air: yes
oven functions: grill + blowing
oven functions: grill + down heating + blowing
oven functions: grill
oven functions: grill + up heating + blowing
oven functions: down and up heat
oven functions: heat down
oven functions: supergrill
oven functions: timer
oven functions: timer

Special functions:
Rotary barbecue: no

Telescopic: yes
Cleaning: catalysis

Energy class: A
Weight: 29.7 kg

Other features:
 
Description

 Oven EOF3C50TX SurroundCook

The oven series 600 SurroundCook EOF3C50TX
An electric oven with a convection function that allows you to lower the temperature of prepared dishes. Thanks to the EvenCook function that guarantees air distribution, it
ensures uniform baking results. Equipped with a catalytic coating, it is self-cleaning at 250 ° C.

Catalytic cleaning
The self-cleaning system starts automatically when the oven reaches a temperature of 250 ° C. Thanks to this, cleaning is not a problem now.

Fast and even baking Even Cooking
The fan ensures constant circulation of hot air, guaranteeing an even temperature distribution. Under these conditions, dishes can be baked at a lower temperature of up to
20% compared to traditional ovens, which saves time and energy.

Fast heating
The rapid heating of the oven allows you to reduce the time of preparing the oven to work in the required temperature by 40%

Convection
It allows you to shorten the time and lower the baking temperature. At the same time, it guarantees even burning.

Telescopic guides
Adjustable telescopic guides for convenient and safe removal of dishes.

Size XL
A spacious chamber and sheets in size XL facilitate simultaneous baking on 3 levels and preparation of a large meal.

Temperature range
Thanks to the wide temperature range, your oven will perfectly adapt to the needs of your dishes

Capacity
The very large capacity of the oven allows you to cook on many levels at the same time and the free use of large dishes inside the device.

Control of knobs
The standard knob control ensures comfort of use and ease of use.
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